
English b For October , 

Electronic reading assignment for Wednesday, October , 
British Non-Modernist Poetry of the s

http://www.stanford.edu/~goldston/genres/georgian-assn.html

Readings and Preparatory Exercise

Read the poems listed below, selected from the rst three Georgian Poetry anthologies. I recom-
mend the Google Books images where they are available, but the Gutenberg plain texts are also
acceptable (and can be downloaded onto e-readers). If you have any twentieth-century poetry
anthologies like the Norton Anthology of Modern and Contemporary Poetry, you may wish to
try looking up some of these poets.
As you read, re ect on what you are learning about the possibilities for British poetry around the
time of the First World War. ese anthologies represent perhaps the most serious and popular
version of non-modernist practice in this period. is Georgian ”school” of writing later came to
be treated with derision—by critics under the in uence of modernist poetics—but at the time of
rst publication it was also possible to see this work as itself quite modern and new.

Please chooseonepoemandprint itonpaper. Reread it carefully andmakenotes on the language
and the form. Bring these notes to class.
Continue reading Bennett, e OldWives’ Tale.
Begin thinking about your research paper.

Georgian Poetry, –

Project Gutenberg text: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/.html.gen
Google Books image: http://books.google.com/books?id=AEAAAAYAAJ&dq=georgian
poetry&pg=PP v=onepage&q&f=false (New York: Putnam, )
Prefatory Note
Bottomley, ” e End of the World”
Brooke, ” e Old Vicarage, Grantchester”; ”Dust”; ” e Fish”; ”Town and Country”
Chesterton, ” e Song of Elf ”
Davies, ” e King sher”
de la Mare, ”Arabia”; ” e Sleeper”; ” e Listeners”;
Gibson, ”Geraniums”
Lawrence, ” e Snapdragon”
Mase eld, ”Biography”

http://www.stanford.edu/~goldston/genres/georgian-assn.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/9484.html.gen
http://books.google.com/books?id=9A9EAAAAYAAJ&dq=georgian%20poetry&pg=PP11#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=9A9EAAAAYAAJ&dq=georgian%20poetry&pg=PP11#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Georgian Poetry, –

Project Gutenberg hypertext: http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext/gph.htm
Google Books Image: http://books.google.com/books?id=qQlaAAAAMAAJ&dq=georgian
poetry-&pg=PP v=onepage&q&f=false (New York: Putnam, )
Prefatory Note
Brooke, ”Tiare Tahiti”; ” eGreat Lover”; ”Beauty andBeauty”; ”Heaven”; ”Clouds”; ”Sonnet”;
” e Soldier”
Flecker, ”Santorin”; ”Gates of Damascus”
Gibson, ” e Going”
Lawrence, ”Service of all the Dead”
Monro, ”Milk for the Cat”; ”Overhead on a Saltmarsh”; ”Children of Love”

Georgian Poetry, –

Project Gutenberg text: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/.html.gen
Squire, ”To a Bull-Dog”
Sassoon, ”’ ey’”; ”’In the Pink’”
Rosenberg, ”’Ah, Koelue...’”
Nichols, ” e Assault”
Graves, ”It’s a ueer Time”
Gibson, ”Rupert Brooke”
de la Mare, ” e Scribe”; ” e Ghost”; ” e Fool Rings His Bells”
Asquith, ” e Volunteer”

http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext05/8gp0210h.htm
http://books.google.com/books?id=qQlaAAAAMAAJ&dq=georgian%20poetry%201913-1915&pg=PP13#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=qQlaAAAAMAAJ&dq=georgian%20poetry%201913-1915&pg=PP13#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/9546.html.gen
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